INTERFACES

Network Interfacing
Intelligent and seamless interfacing to the outside world is the key to success in many intercom applications. The Artist platform is
an open world of communications. Dedicated interface solutions let you communicate with telephones, digital and analog partylines,
camera intercoms, 2-way radios and other analog and digital systems.

Connect Trio
ConnectTrio combines the following in one half-rack/1RU device:
two independent analog POTS telephone hybrids; an ISDN BRI/
S0 interface with two independent ISDN B-channels; and two
independent VoIP audio codecs. This not only saves rackspace and
eliminates the need for additional equipment, but also provides
enhanced flexibility to the intercom installation. Connect Trio
enables you to dial, make and receive calls to and from any PSTN,
VoIP, ISDN or mobile phone as well as G.722 reporter codecs.
When used with Artist and Tango intercom systems, you can even
remote key panels via ISDN.

Connect IPx8
Connect IPx8 provides high-quality audio-over-IP interfacing
for intercom systems (EBU Tech 3347 compatible). The 19”/1RU
unit is designed to connect up to eight Artist control panels or
audio lines to the Artist VOIP-108 G2 matrix client card via IP
based networks. The SIP-based interface converts AES3 or analog
signals into compressed IP data and vice versa. Connect IPx8 can
be configured to meet your individual bandwidth needs, always
providing an unmatched combination of audio quality and low
network traffic. The panel interface flawlessly connects any Riedel
1100, 1000, 2300 or 5108 series key panel with full functionality to
Artist and Tango matrices via IP-networks.

Connect IPx2
Connect IPx2 is the little brother to the Riedel Connect IPx8
panel interface. The ¼ 19“/1RU unit is designed to connect up to
two Riedel key panels to Artist and Tango matrices via IP based
networks.

Connect AVBx8
The Connect AVBx8 converts eight AES signals to AVB and vice
versa. Built in a compact 9.5”/1RU housing (Smart Rack SR12)the
device provides eight CAT5 ports to connect up to eight Riedel
key panels in one or two-channel mode to the Artist and Tango
matrices via Ethernet-based LANs.
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